
  

Wanderings of an Astronomer
Lesson 07

      

Dr William TOBIN

Some of today’s words & expressions :
Special relativity 狭义相对论
General relativity 广义相对论
inertial frame 惯性系
time dilation 时间扩张
muons 渺子



  

Reminder of last week’s lessons

light year 光年
Milky Way / The Galaxy 银河
Magellanic Clouds 麦哲伦云
galaxies 星系
clusters of galaxies 星系团
voids 星系团
Big Bang 大爆炸 
video – Powers of Ten
eclipsing binary stars 食双星 
   in the Magellanic Clouds



  

Eclipses not evenly spaced → elliptical orbits

HV 2274 in the
Large Magellanic Cloud



  

Remaining lessons
What would you like me to tell you about?

An example from my astronomical research

Relativity

Gravitational wave astronomy



  

RELATIVITY 相对论 

Special relativity 
狭义相对论 (1905)

General relativity 
广义相对论 (1915) 

Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
but other scientists too –
Poincaré, Lorentz ...



  

RELATIVITY 相对论 

Special relativity 狭义相对论 
– deals mostly with inertial frames

      惯性系
– assumes normal (‘Euclidean’) 

        geometry 欧氏几何学 (parallel 
        lines 平行线 never meet, angles 
        in triangle 三角 sum to 180º) 

General relativity 广义相对论 
    – theory of gravity, needed for strong   

      gravitational fields
    – includes Special Relativity 
    – requires non-Euclidean geometry 非欧几何
        to describe the curvature 曲率 of 

    space-time 时空



  

Example of non-Euclidean geometry

Geometry on the surface of a sphere

In this triangle
angles sum to

90º+90º+50º=230º

This is 
non-Euclidean
geometry on a 

surface 
(2 dimensions).

General relativity
requires 

4 dimensions !



  

What is an inertial frame 惯性系 ?

– a reference frame (set of axes)
   in uniform straight-line motion ; 
   no external forces act on it ;
   no acceleration 零加速

 

Merry-go-round 旋转木马
Not an inertial frame



  

Second half of the 19th century, light was
believed to be a simple wave motion.

Water waves travel in water
Sound waves travel in air, or through solids

Therefore scientists thought light must 
travel in a medium 介质 , the (luminiferous)
aether / ether.

The aether would define a frame of rest 
(zero motion) in the Universe.



  

motion with respect to 
the aether should have 
been detected easily
using interference 绕射 
methods

It was not found

When a source of waves
moves with respect to

the medium,
the wavelength changes



  

Einstein discarded the aether and
the absolute state of rest

Two postulates 公设 of special relativity

►The laws of physics are invariant 不变 
(the same) in all inertial systems 
(non-accelerating frames of reference).

►The speed of light in a vacuum 真空光速
is the same for all observers, 
regardless 而不管 of the motion of the 
light source 

     (true locally in General Relativity).



  

Speed is a ratio 比 : space / time

If the speed of light is invariant
 → space and time cannot be
         invariant.  
      They become relative ;
         and may get mixed together 
         in space-time



  

Imagine two inertial reference frames P & Q
Q is moving along xP axis at speed v.  

At time tP = tQ = 0, xP = xQ = 0

In Newtonian physics, at time t, xP = xQ + vt

P Q

xP xQ

zP zQ

yP
yQ

vtP



  

Time dilation

(stretching of time)



  

L

mirror

light
pulse

emitted

reflects

and
returns

Imagine a ‘clock’
in which a pulse
of light moves
in the +y direction,
then at distance L 
reflects back 
to start point.

Time between ‘ticks’ 滴答
      measured in P for a ‘clock’ at rest in P 
or  measured in Q for a ‘clock’ at rest in Q

frame

clock

tick
tock
tick
tock
...



  

L

mirror

light
pulse

emitted

reflects

and
returns

Now imagine
‘clock’ in Q
timed from P – 
tick takes 



  

L

mirror

light
pulse

emitted

reflects

and
returns

Now imagine
‘clock’ in Q
timed from P – 
Tick takes time

Observer in P sees moving clock (in Q) 
run slow by factor γ (Greek letter gamma)

‘time dilation’ 时间扩张
… and an observer in Q sees the

(moving) clock in P run slow by the same factor.
Both are equally valid descriptions of nature.

Time is not absolute but relative !



  

When there is a medium
the speed of the wave
depends on the
observer’s speed
with respect to the
medium

It is making the speed of light the
same for all observers that has
made time (and space) relative



  

Numerical values of γ

v              v/c                γ  
km/s

7.8           0.00003  1.00000000034
30            0.0001    1.00000005
30 000     0.1          1.005
100 000   0.33        1.06
270 000   0.9          2.29
296 795   0.99        7.09

→ c → 1         → ∞



  

Example of time dilation 时间扩张 – 
                        muons 渺子

Muons are created in the upper atmosphere 中气层
(e.g. 10 km) from fast, incoming protons 质子 .

They travel close to the speed of light (e.g. 0.98c). 
They decay with a half-life 半衰期 of 2 μs

corresponding to a distance 2x10–6 s x 3x108 ms–1

= 600 m.
Few would arrive at the ground   (½)10/0.6=1x10–5

But because of time dilation (γ ~ 5) many more
reach the ground   (½)10/3=0.10
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